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Clemente (1972) argued that the division of labor (DL) could be operationally defined as having two dimensions: (1) functional specialization (DL1), the number of different sustenance-producing activities in a population and (2) functional dispersion (DL2), the actual distribution of individuals among these sustenance-producing activities. Clemente further argued that DL2 could be empirically measured by using his measure of functional dispersion (MFD), and application of the measure of industrial diversification (MID) developed by Gibbs and Martin (1962) to measure the distribution of individuals among industrial categories. Clemente observed that, while MFD had several properties recommending its use as an empirical indicator of DL2, it was subject to certain limitations detracting from its usefulness. Hence the only difference between MFD and IED aside from the operation of functional symmetry already discussed lies in the transformations performed by Amemiya so that the range of the measure is from 0 to 1 and the lower and upper limits are independent of the number of industrial categories employed. MFD is thus recognized to be an incomplete version of IED. MFD lacks the necessary transformations which would give it a range from 0 to 1-e.g., a constant minimum and a constant maximum independent of the number of categories employed. When MFD is displayed in the SPi2 form its transformation is readily accomplished and it becomes the complete IED (MFD"), a measure offering clarity in interpretation, usefulness, and validity when used for comparative analysis even when the units or areas compared have a different number of industrial categories throughout which their respective work forces are distributed.
